
Boundary Extension Request: Museum-City Park Cultural Product District 

 

Applicant: 

Mid-City Neighborhood Organization 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 791023 

City: State: LA Zip Code:  New Orleans, Louisiana 70179 

 

MCNO Liaison for Existing CPD (and Proposed Expansion): 

Wendy Laker 

(504) 905-9713 

wlaker@eatel.com 

 

Boundaries: Existing 

The Museum-City Park Cultural District current physical description and boundaries are as follows: 

 

Beginning at the intersection of Canal Boulevard and City Park Ave: City Park Avenue to its 

intersection with Canal Boulevard, Canal Boulevard to its intersection with Navarre Avenue, Navarre 

Avenue to its intersection with Orleans Avenue, Orleans Avenue to its intersection with Zachary Taylor 

Drive/I-610, Zachary Taylor Drive/I-610 to its intersection with Wisner Boulevard, Wisner Boulevard to 

its intersection with Carrollton Avenue, Carrollton Avenue to its intersection with Orleans Avenue, 

Orleans Avenue to its intersection with S. Broad Street, S. Broad Street to its intersection with 

Cleveland Street, Cleveland Street to its intersection with S. Bernadotte Street, S. Bernadotte to its 

intersection with Canal Street, Canal Street to its intersection with City Park Avenue 

  

Boundaries: New 

The Museum-City Park Cultural District current physical description and boundaries are as follows: 

 

Beginning at the intersection of Canal Boulevard and City Park Ave: City Park Avenue to its 

intersection with Canal Boulevard, Canal Boulevard to its intersection with Navarre Avenue, Navarre 

Avenue to its intersection with Orleans Avenue, Orleans Avenue to its intersection with Zachary Taylor 

Drive/I-610, Zachary Taylor Drive/I-610 to its intersection with Wisner Boulevard, Wisner Boulevard to 

its intersection with Carrollton Avenue, Carrollton Avenue to its intersection with Orleans Avenue, 

Orleans Avenue to its intersection with S. Broad Street, S. Broad Street to its intersection with 

Cleveland Street, Cleveland Street to its intersection with S. Pierce Street, S. Pierce Street to its 

intersection with Tulane Avenue, Tulane Avenue to the Railway Line that runs under I-10, the Railway 

Line to S. Bernadotte Street, S. Bernadotte Street to its intersection with Canal Street, Canal Street to its 

intersection with City Park Avenue. 

 

Description of Extension Request 

The extension encompasses an approximately 42-square block area immediately south of and contiguous 

with the existing Museum-City Park Cultural District. All but three blocks of this area lie within the 

Mid-City National Register District. None of it lies within any Main Street, DDD, or other comparable 

economic development districts. 

 

Purpose, Support for, and Benefits of Extension: 

This area is largely blighted and was experiencing major deterioration before Katrina, yet is not located 

in the most advantaged economic development zones that were established for blighted portions of the 

city. It is severely in need of economic incentives, yet its large number of small, historic homes have 



excellent potential for redevelopment, especially for artists and other cultural producers, as they will be 

affordable to the majority of home purchasers. 

 

There is wide community support for this extension, which was part of the original boundaries proposed 

by MCNO in its 2008 CPD application. The 19-member board of MCNO, which is a representative 

board (12 of the board members each represent and are deeply engaged with the residents and businesses 

of one "zone" of the 6500-neighborhood household), voted unanimously to make this request.  

 

Recently, numerous businesses and investors have approached MCNO with a desire to relocate to this 

area but have lamented the lack of economic incentives for this effort. This interest indicates the area 

could experience a renaissance, and granting of the extension would be a major driver of that effort. 

 

Specific benefits of this extension to the community, the city of New Orleans and the preservation of 

historic structures include: 

 

1. The Gold Seal Creamery, where the iconic New Orleans food product Creole Cream Cheese was once 

made, lies within this extension. It has recently been designated by the National Register and the State 

Historic Preservation Office as being eligible for individual listing due to its cultural significance. It has 

been vacant and blighted for many years, but its post-Katrina owners wish to engage in a multi-million-

dollar renovation that will repurpose this building into mixed-income "artist loft" style apartments. 

Approving this extension will enable the owners to obtain the Louisiana state historic preservation tax 

credit, which will require them to preserve its original features using established preservation standards. 

 

2. S. Carrollton Avenue, and Tulane Avenue are major commercial corridors for the area, yet their 

proximity to I-10 through this portion of the extension have caused them to face an increasing number of 

undesirable businesses such as check cashing establishments, bars with violent histories, and other 

business types that diminish the value of a community and its quality of life. There has also been 

considerable pressure to demolish the commercially-zoned structures along this section of S. Carrollton, 

several of which are still vacant and blighted. This extension will encourage preservation of those 

structures, and MCNO's Director of Neighborhood Development will publicize the new extension with 

the hope of attracting cultural businesses to this area. It's quick access to I-10 and other parts of the city 

gives it the potential to be a thriving cultural zone, which is already established in the portion of 

Carrollton taking hold in the Museum-City Park Cultural District portion of Carrollton. 

 

3. Banks Street is a mixed residential and commercial street that is largely historically intact yet has also 

faced demolition pressure since Katrina. It has a small but thriving commercial node with several 

nearby, large historic buildings that might more readily be rehabilitated and would be perfect for cultural 

or arts centers if a commercial preservation tax credit was available.  

 

4. Numerous small investors have stated to MCNO their desire to renovate for commercial use the 

historic properties in the center of this expansion, but have stated that the lack of commercial tax 

incentives of any sort make it impossible due to the cost of rehabilitating severely deteriorated 

properties. Creation of this district will spark redevelopment in this area. 

 

5. Saint Patrick's Park, a pocket park on the edge of this expansion, is a well-tended, fenced park 

currently used for many nighttime softball and other sports games. It also has a movie night in the 

summer. Despite its small size and out of the way location, it is the most used park in Mid-City (and 

arguably the most used per square foot park in the entire Museum-City Park Cultural District). This park 



would be the perfect place to host an Artist's Market, an event that MCNO fully plans to develop, and 

for which MCNO has already acquired seed funding, should this extension be approved.  

 

 







 

P.O. Box 791023 New Orleans, LA 70179 (504) 486-MCNO 

 
 
RESOLUTION 
 
Re: Motion to request an extension of the Museum-City Park Cultural Product District southward to encompass 
the area between S. Bernadotte Street and S. Pierce Street, from Cleveland Avenue (the current boundary) to 
roughly I-10. 
 
Be it hereby resolved that the MCNO board has voted unanimously to support and request an extension of the Museum-
City Park Cultural Product District southward to encompass the area between S. Bernadotte Street and S. Pierce Street, 
from Cleveland Avenue (the current boundary) to roughly I-10. 
 
The extension will enable key commercial corridors and MCNO's most blighted area of the neighborhood to gain tax 
benefits otherwise unavailable to them. 
 
The extension will enable the pocket park, Saint Patrick's Park, to be the site of a potential, regularly scheduled Cultural-
Arts Market and to enable art vendors at its monthly Movie Nights to enjoy the benefits of the CPD 
 
The extension will ensure the redevelopment of the Gold Seal Creamery, a large blighted commercial structure that sits in 
the middle of the extension boundaries and is currently having a very negative effect on revitalization. 
 
The extension will be supported with the full resources of the MCNO board, including but not limited to establishment of 
an Arts market, encouraging investors to rehabilitate historic structures, and publicizing of the area as a new "cultural 
village" where MCNO will help artists and other cultural entities find attractive, affordable housing that suits their artistic 
needs. 
 
Signed and confirmed on this day, March 1, 2011  
 

 
Jennifer Farwell 
President, MCNO 
Director of Neighborhood Development 
 











~

Crescent Pie & Sausage Co.

Crescent Blue, Inc.
4400 Banks Street
New Orleans, LA 70119
EIN 39-2071561

February 28,2011

I am the owner of Crescent Pie and Sausage, a restaurant located at 4400 Banks Street. I support
"the expansion of the existing Cultural Product District Boundaries to include the area where my

business is located. By expanding economic development benefits to our area such as those
afforded by the CPDs, our area will continue its ongoing revitalization, benefiting our business
and all others in the footprint.

Sincerely,

Bart Bell
Crescent Blue, Inc .

•



Jeffrey S. Baron
Crescent Yellow, LLC

Crescent Pie & Sausage Co.

Crescent Yellow, LLC
4408 Banks Street
New Orleans, LA 70119

February 28, 2011

I am the owner of Crescent Pie and Sausage, a restaurant located at 4400 Banks Street. I support
the-expansion of the existing Cultural Product District Boundaries to include the area where my
business is located. By expanding economic development benefits to our area such as those
afforded by the CPDs, our area will continue its ongoing revitalization, benefiting our business
and all others in the footprint.

Sincerely,

~

•



 

 

 

 

 
 

March 2, 2011  

 

Gaye Hamilton 

Cultural Economy Program Manager 

Office of Cultural Development 

Louisiana Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism 

P.O. Box 44247, Baton Rouge, LA  70804-4247 

 

Dear Ms. Hamilton: 

 

I live within the boundaries of the proposed extension and wholeheartedly support it. I have personally witnessed the 

continuing deterioration of this historic neighborhood and have long hoped it could experience a revitalization. 

 

It is a solid neighborhood with low crime and friendly people, but it is hampered by the severe disinvestment from 

absentee landlords and owners that refuse to take care of their properties. 

 

As a property owner, I will personally work with other residents of this area to identify owners and encourage them to sell 

or renovate these historic properties. 

 

As a board member of MCNO, I will spread the word of this area as a potential "artists village" to the many artistic and 

cultural workers I meet during my activities on behalf of Mid-City. 

 

Please contact me at (504) 491-3859 with any questions.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
Jennifer Farwell 

 

 




